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This reading is dedicated to you, curious reader.
Welcome, to the greatest discovery of your existence.
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Origins
Allow  me  to  go  back  to  the  beginning.  To  my  own

beginning, that is. To where it all started in my own life. This
beginning is commemorated in time, as much as with emotions,
feelings and thoughts. It is of these that I would like to tell you
about as you begin your reading, for they have everything to do
with the reason for writing this book, as well as with its purpose.
Imagine then, if you will, an individual in your life who provides
for all your perceived needs, and guides you to accomplish and
experience  all  your  desires  and  true  wants.  An  individual  in
whom  you  have  had  complete,  absolute  and  unbroken  trust.
Perhaps as a child with your parent, or maybe as an adult with a
close friend, or with any other individual in the span of your life.
Who that person is doesn’t matter. It is this unique kind of trust
this  person engenders  in  you,  and the  unparalleled  emotional
reality this trust secures and cradles you in that I would like you
to consider here. How does this kind of incredible trust come to
be?

One  concept  is  very  much  central  to  the  answer:
Consistency. All that this individual says will be consistent with
what they do, in all circumstances, and not only with regard to
you,  but  with  regard  to  anyone.  This  individual’s  resolute
character  and behavior  will  be demonstrated persistently,  and
time  after  time,  it  will  naturally  and  seamlessly  resist  any
challenge to undermine its own integrity. And never, ever, will
this individual contradict themselves with their trusted counsel
and  guidance.  All  these  wondrous  qualities  are  consistently
offered to you,  with every question you pose, every challenge
you express, and even with every fear, doubt and uncertainty you
have yet do not express. What does this incredible trust feel like?

It feels as if you are nourished from an unending nurture;
as  if  your  life  is  infused  with  unshakable  foundations;  as  if
nothing unsolvable can stand in your way; as if at no time can
you go astray; as if you are engrossed with utter surety. Many
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conclude that individuals possessing this kind of trustworthiness
are few and far between us. Some believe that such individuals
do not even exist, and in their stead look to religion in offering
the holy grail of utter surety. Others put their faith in science,
thinking it the only source which can really provide any degree of
real security and predictability. As for myself, my own childhood
and  upbringing  circumstances  lacked  the  presence  of  an
individual  with  the  aforementioned  qualities,  even  though  I
deeply desired it.

My desire to fill this existential gap was equally strong.
Early in my life, I explored different religions, hoping to find one
of them as a suitable source to fill that gap, yet time and again I
was  frustrated  by  failure.  For  at  one  point  or  another,  each
religion disclosed logical  or emotional  caveats  which set them
quite apart from engendering utter surety: The self-proclaimed
vengeful Hebrew God, and the concept of sin; the exclusive right
of the Christian Savior to gate the passing onto heaven, and the
concept  of  hell;  the  Hindu and Buddhist  reality  of  atonement
through  karma, and the concept of physical life being no more
than spiritual  training grounds. Soon I came to realize that any
and all religions intrinsically generated their own caveats to utter
surety.

Amidst  the  lack  of  satisfactory  answers  and  meanings
from spiritual and religious sources, I turned to science and the
scientific method as a buffering background in my life. I am no
stranger to reason and logic, and I have applied these qualities
throughout my search for Absolute Truth that allows for utter
surety, since I knew that such Absolute Truth would not sacrifice
logic  and  reasoning  on  the  altar  of  emotional  and  spiritual
surety. Both intellect and intuition would want to be satisfied, to
agree  in  harmony  with  each  other  rather  than  disagree  by
overruling or overwhelming one another.

But,  (sigh)  as  science  clearly  relies  solely  on  physical
evidence  and intellectual  reasoning  to  define  and  explain  any
reality, it was clear to me early on that the entirety of the human
condition is already beyond scientific grasp. For one, emotions all
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but  completely  defy  scientific  disciplines.  Science  encounters
great difficulty merely by attempting to define what emotions
are  and  why  they  exist.  Concluding  them merely  as  physical
survival  and  procreation  mechanisms  seemed  to  me  an
uncomfortable stretch of logic, for the full spectrum of human
feelings seems overly complex and too rich an experience for
such few and closed-ended purposes.

Science  has  very  little  to  offer  even with  presenting a
physically  proven  source  for  emotions.  When  emotions  are
produced via electronic brain stimulation, it merely demonstrates
that the brain may be involved with feelings and emotions, yet it
does  not  prove  the  brain  is  their  source.  As  for  the  various
behavioral sciences, these merely excel at standardizing an ever-
narrowing behavioral benchmark for normality,  and try to ‘fix’
personality anomalies that fall short of this criteria. They provide
no  holistic  explanation  as  to  what personality,  emotions  and
behavior actually are, nor why they exist.

Even  entirely  within  the  physical  realm,  the  physical
sciences expose undeniable caveats to their own certainty. The
‘Nothing’  (or  the  ‘single  point’  of  ‘something’)  that  ‘existed’
before the ‘Big Bang’ in physical cosmology, and the laboratory-
proved placebo effect in medical chemistry are two examples of
such  caveats.  These  and  other  absent  explanations  and
conflicting scientific results were and are conveniently set aside,
ignored for  the time being,  even disregarded,  in  favor  of  any
scientific theory that does work.

“Well, you just wait!” science would probably counter at
this point,  “I’ll  find the answers to  all  of these unknowns and
anomalies, as I have done so far. It’s just a matter of time.” True,
throughout  the  years,  science  has  consistently  provided  more
and more explanations to personal and general reality, but these
explanations  are  merely  a  collection  of  logical  constructs
demonstrating  how  what is  already known to science seems to
work. Science lags far behind when providing answers as to why
things  are  and  their  purpose.  Moreover,  the  ‘how’  answers
provided by science are no more than temporary theories, which
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are proven incorrect or are replaced by future theories. Even if a
theory is  proven correct,  it  yields more questions,  which take
more  time  to  answer.  This  cycle  is  hardly  trust  engendering,
especially  since  it  seems  very  evident,  to  anyone  who  would
simply be curious enough to notice, that while science plays its
game of theories, something, or someone, or some element has
created  the  universe,  and  is  maintaining  it  in  pretty  perfect
working order.

In addition, all scientific answers, theories and solutions
have been mostly if  not wholly of our  physical  reality.  Of our
personal,  emotional  and  existential  reality,  science’s
psychological ‘answers’ are remarkably uncertain. When they are
offered,  these  answers  are  always  of  segmented  and  limited
scope, rather than of a connecting, holistic nature which bridges
the gap between different personality aspects and the general
reality. But above all, science’s greatest strength is also its most
disqualifying trait as an existential source of complete, absolute
and unbroken truth. For it needs  time  to find out the answers.
Wouldn’t a source of Absolute Truth already know, and be able
to offer unconditional answers to any questions in the present?

And  then  there  are  the  ‘New  Bibles’  of  the  New  Age:
Different spiritual teachings, published by different individuals,
expressing  their  own  different  perceptions,  experiences,
opinions, conclusions and insights of what science and religion
fail to answer. These publications are many and varied, as they
are fascinating, enlightening and empowering creations in and of
themselves, yet in and between these, some elements still do not
add up. Why were the insights, information and wisdom in these
publications known to their authors  before  they were known to
their readers? Why do certain people draw to one or some of
these  publications,  but  not  to  others,  while  certain  people
disregard these publications altogether? Why are some of  the
terms,  meanings,  reasons  and helpful  tools  provided by these
publications  inconsistent,  or  even contradictory? To top it  all,
none of these publications presented either the capability or the
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inclination to explain the existence of the other, or the existence
of any religion, dogma or science.

Thus, neither science nor religion or new age spirituality
could offer the Absolute Truth I sought. By the time I had ruled
out  these  sources,  I  had  experienced  a  couple  of  nearly  life
ending physical illness episodes, as well as emotional challenges
which pushed me to the brink of taking my own life. I was faced
with too many unwelcome yet repeating personal challenges. Too
much uncertainty and disappointment,  and way too much fear
and doubt. Both my present and past still held tight to private
and mass happenings which remained glaringly unexplained, and
thus  unresolved.  I  knew  that  every  unanswered  question  I
allowed for  would be yet  another  existential  loophole through
which any of these unwanted personal experiences could sneak
into  my  personal  reality,  or  through  which  undesired  and
challenging global events would put down their full weight on my
feelings and sense of safety and security.

Yet  my  personal  challenges  were  neither  unique  nor
uncommon.  In  their  stead,  you  may present  any  of  your  own
questions  and challenges  in  your  life.  For  with  any  perceived
quality or intensity, each and every individual holds unanswered
questions,  faces  undesired  challenges,  and  desires  to  bask  in
their own  unique  utter surety. Regardless of how successful or
not we perceive ourselves to be, regardless of our feelings of
companionship  or  isolation,  bliss  or  destitution,  joy  or
depression,  comfort  or  desperation,  we  may  still  perceive
ourselves to be ignorant of knowledge that is at the very heart of
our  existence;  of  a  truth  that  when  acquired,  would  help  us
experience more of what we appreciate in life and less of what
we do not - which is a reasonable definition of fulfillment as any
other. Our questions of this Absolute Truth are always present.
They may pop out for fresh air on a daily basis, or they may be
tucked  deep  within  and  carried  unnoticed  or  unexamined  for
years before we allow ourselves to consider and express them.

And so I  wanted an explanation not  only to anything I
identified as a problem in my life, but also to why the rest was
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not a problem in my life, and then also to everything else I was
curious about. I wanted explanations to the existence of the most
horrific  atrocities  to  the  most  empowering  benevolences  in
human history, as well as to their  coexistence. I  wanted clear
clarifications not only to my personal reality, but to the world
around me as well, for I live in it, and cannot separate the reality
surrounding  me  from  my  own.  I  searched  for  a  holistic,
overarching truth which would unite with purpose both the micro
and the macro universe, both personal and mass realities, and
offer all of these explanations  with clarity, logicality, testability
and  provability,  yet  without scientific  complexity,  segregation
and  physical  exclusivity.  I  sought  nothing  less  than  complete
information from a  completely trusted source, that would offer
me as much utter surety as I could handle, and I wanted it all
now. Yet for years, the existence of such Absolute Truth seemed
to be missing.

This  very  book that  you are now reading is  proof  that
such Absolute Truth does exist. I have not found Absolute Truth,
but rather drew it to myself, in spite and because of all my trials
and tribulations. Others draw Absolute Truth to themselves as
well, in many different ways, forms and expressions, just as you
have  chosen  to  draw  it  to  yourself  by  way  of  the  written
information in this book, and as you will find out soon enough,
you have not done so by privilege, merit or chance, but simply by
desiring and choosing to do so.

And what exactly have you drawn to yourself,  you may
ask?  You  have  drawn  to  yourself  consistent,  persistent  and
contradiction-free information of  Absolute Truth,  bearing  zero
caveats; knowledge which is anything but a philosophical, useless
exercise; truth that is unbound by any belief, religion, science,
spirituality,  personality or perception;  explanations of what all
religions, spirituality and science  actually  are; principles which
lead to all answers, which reveal and resolve any problem and
challenge,  and  which  sustainably  affect  desired  change  and
experience of any scale. You have drawn to yourself no less than
the most undistorted worded expression of existential truth in
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eight thousand years of recorded human history - Absolute Truth
yet unparalleled in depth, scope and relevance.

These  are  all  very  bold  and  empowering  claims.  The
moment you choose to prove them to yourself, you may start the
most amazing journey of your life. This journey will incomparably
benefit your physical, emotional and intellectual realities. For you
have  at  your  fingertips  information  of  Absolute  Truth.  By
understanding this information, you may turn it into your own
knowledge.  By  applying  this  knowledge,  you  may  turn  it  into
wisdom that will widen your awareness. This process results in
utmost  knowing of  what  your  precise,  Absolute  True  place  of
belonging is in all of existence, why it is so, and how. With this in
your conscious understanding, you gain nothing less than newly
found, unparalleled and unprecedented freedom, fulfillment and
fun. If this is what you seek, curious reader, then this writing
provides your finding, that is in need of no other.

I trust you will find what follows an essential, meaningful,
concise, explanatory and exploratory digest of the answers you
seek, for Absolute Truth is also an ever most current, clear and
comprehensive user manual of life, for life. This manual is about
you and for you, since it is about any human being and for any
human being. Whoever you are, wherever you are, however you
perceive yourself, and whatever you believe yourself to be, this
book is designed to make your true self and your personal and
general reality clearly understood, as well as abundantly easier
to direct and navigate towards your highest fulfillment. It is able
to do so even though no two human beings are fulfilled in exactly
the same way, for Absolute Truth applies to all.  Regardless of
specific  content or purpose,  it  is  the  question  that  steers  the
desire for information, explanation and understanding, and it is
through  questioning that we may fill the gaps of fulfillment in
our lives.

Let the absolutely true answers come forth.
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